
By bridging the gap between compliance and innovation, 

we help banks innovate like FinTechs and FinTechs scale like banks  



BanqBridge is now Neonomics



International team 

25 dedicated team members of 

11 different nationalities, bringing 

together a unique set of 

competencies and cultural strength. 

Proven track-record: Our 

team combines years of 

experience and expertise 

from companies such as: 

Christoffer Andvig

(CEO and Founder)
Alisa Mamonova

(Commercial Strategy and 

Product lead)

Roar Alme

(Head of Business Dev, 

Europe)

Anders Pihler

(Security Engineer)
Yujin Jo

(Marketing Executive)

Peter Frøystad

(Technical Product 

Owner)

Kalli-Anne Kotulova

(Customer Journey 

Manager)

Kenneth Wagenius

(CTO)

Rest of the team: 

Experienced resources in 

IT development, sales, 

finance and HR

Our people

*Use of these logos do not imply any affiliation with 

or endorsements by them

Bengt Karlsson 

(CFO)



PSD2 in a nutshell

1 2 3
Open API 

economy

- APIs are enablers of PSD2, 

facilitating access to 

customer data between 

banks and TPPs. 

- PSD2 is driving open 

banking initiatives in the 

rest of the world. 

Third party 

provider (TPP)

regulation 

- New types of financial service 

providers are introduced:

- PISP & AISP (Payment 

Initiation and Account 

Information Service 

Providers).

Access to 

accounts

- Over 7300 financial 

institutions in the EU need to 

be PSD2 compliant by Q3 

2019.

- Screen scraping is 

forbidden.





Interconnectivity Solution

Connecting to one API 

instead of thousands of APIs

Interconnectivity Solution 

enables secure, seamless and 
instant inter-bank communication via one API. 

We make any bank’s API comply with the 

regulations, both affordably and efficiently 

with purely API based technology 
that is agile, efficient and cost effective. 

Banks connecting and 

maintaining individual API 

connections on their own.

Banks making only one 

integration to BanqBridge, 

being interconnected with 

thousands of banks.



AISP use case

Harnessing the potential 

of AISP in credit scoring

Neonomics provides full-range access to bank account 

data (upon the customer’s consent), including all 

relevant financial information used to access credit 

scores such as income, current mortgage, debt, etc. 

This data is retrieved and delivered back to the client, 

which in turn can be converted into a single and dynamic 

credit scoring based on up-to-date transactional data.



AISP use case 



AISP use case 



PISP use case: Partnership with Link Mobility

Empowering 

account-to-account payment

in mobile invoicing

Using payment initiation, Link Mobility can allow 

customers to pay directly from their bank 

account, cutting out the layer added by other 

third-parties. 

Link Mobility can also: 

• Facilitate faster pay-outs 

• Lower the cost (no interchange fees)

• Offer an additional form of payment 

• Enhance user-experience 



Easy and fast plug-in-play 

integration

Extremely light on banks’ IT 

infrastructure, ensuring 

portability and agility

PSD2 and Open Banking 

compliance based on pure API 

integration (vs. screen scraping)

Opening up new business 

models and revenue 

streams

Catering for strategic 

partnerships within 

Neonomics ecosystem

Stimulating innovation

Christoffer, the CEO of Neonomics, presenting 

in front of senior executives of BNP Paribas in 

Paris

How we help banks



How we help FinTechs and digital service providers

Scaling fast via one API

Exposure to the entire BanqBridge 

ecosystem, securing access to 

millions of end-users

Wider distribution channel

Seamless integration 

“With the option of enabling Neonomics’ account-to-account 

services, the power of the mobile messaging channel and 

simplicity of mobile based payments really will show its 

potential for our European enterprise.” 

CEO of Link Mobility



CONNECT W ITH US

NeonomicsAS

Neonomics

www.neonomics.ioChristoffer Andvig (CEO)

Email: christoffer.andvig@banqbridge.io

Mobile: +47- 932 88 911

Skype: chris.andvig


